THE DRIFIRE® & WILD THINGS® LAYERING SYSTEM
BY NATIONAL SAFETY APPAREL

LAYERS UNITED IN PERFORMANCE
The Drifire and Wild Things layering system and its garments are designed to be worn together resulting in a fast moisture-wicking experience. As each layer attains moisture, the moisture-wicking technology pulls the moisture toward the outside of the body, keeping you warm and dry.

THE COLOR CODE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXTREME HEAT</th>
<th>WARM</th>
<th>COOL</th>
<th>COLD</th>
<th>FREEZING</th>
<th>EXTREME COLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110°F</td>
<td>85°F</td>
<td>60°F</td>
<td>45°F</td>
<td>30°F</td>
<td>0°F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PCU & FR LEVELS

PCU (Protective Combat Uniform) is a state-of-the-art, seven-level, cold weather uniform system. Utilized by special operations forces worldwide, PCU focus on levels instead of layers. PCU levels combined with the the DRIFIRE® and Wild Things® layering guide make it easy to mix/match for any cold or hot weather scenario.

FR layers are designed to group the PCU levels in three fire resistant categories; undergarments/base as FR-L1, mid layers as FR-L2, and outer layers as FR-L3.

WEATHER & ACTIVITY LEVELS

To the right are symbols associated with varied weather and activity scenario including dry/wet environments and static/active activity levels.

HOW TO BUY

DRIFIRE: 800.533.0672 | DRIFIRE.COM | DRIFIRECS@THINKNSA.COM

WILD THINGS: 757.702.8776 | WILDTINGSGEAR.COM | SALES@WILDTINGSGEAR.COM

All DRIFIRE and WILD THINGS apparel is berry compliant, meaning all clothing is produced and manufactured domestically right here in the United States.
01 | BASE LAYER

**DRIFIRE® Summer FR Neck Gaiter**
The inherently flame resistant DRIFIRE PRIME Hot Weather Neck Gaiter is designed to block up to 99.5% of UV Radiation.

- **DRIFIRE® PRIME FR Hot Weather Balaclava**
The inherently flame resistant DRIFIRE PRIME Hot Weather Neck Gaiter is designed to block up to 99.5% of UV Radiation.

- **DRIFIRE® FR-L1 Lightweight Athletic T-Shirt**
Also available in long sleeve, DRIFIRE’s Lightweight Athletic T-Shirt features soft FR-L1 fabric reducing chafing and maximizing comfort. Available in 3 packs.

**FORWARD ON IN EXTREME HEAT**

EXTREME HEAT

85°F THRU 110°F
DRIFIRE®/CYRE® V2 Combat Shirt & Pant

Made with our FR-L1 ultra-lightweight fabric.

• Shirt: DF4-550VCS | • Available In:
• Pant: DF4-550VCP | • Available In:
01 | BASE LAYER

**DRIFIRE® PRIME FR**

Hot Weather Neck Gaiter

The inherently flame resistant DRIFIRE PRIME Hot Weather Neck Gaiter is designed to block up to 99.5% of UV Radiation.

**DRY ENVIRONMENT**

- DF2-762HNG | Available In:

---

**LEVEL · TWO**

**DRIFIRE® FR-L1**

Lightweight Athletic T-Shirt

Also available in long sleeve, drying up to 3 times faster than cotton, the DRIFIRE Ultra Lightweight Short Sleeve is Inherently and permanently flame resistant, moisture wicking, and odor controlling.

**ACTIVE**

- DF4-505TS | Available In:
- Optional
- DF4-303TS | Available In:
- DF4-606TS | Available In:

---

**STAY COOL AND DRY.**
Wild Things®
Wind Shirt & Pant

The Wild Things breathable wind shirt and pant provides exceptional protection from wind and rain.

LEVEL - FOUR

WET ENVIRONMENT

• Shirt: 5015 | Available In: 
• Pant: 0033 | Available In:

DRIFIRE: 800.533.0672 | DRIFIRE.COM
WILD THINGS: 757.702.8776 | WILDTHINGSGEAR.COM
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LEVEL·TWO

DRIFIRE® FR-L1 Ultra Lightweight Long Sleeve Tee & Pant

Drying up to 3 times faster than cotton, the DRIFIRE Ultra Lightweight Short Sleeve is inherently and permanently flame resistant, moisture wicking, and odor controlling.

ACTIVE
• T-Shirt: DF4-505LS | • Available In:
• Pant: DF4-505LP | • Available In:

DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU GOING.
02 | OUTER LAYER

**LEVEL - FOUR**

*Wild Things® Wind Shirt & Pant*

The Wild Things breathable wind shirt provides exceptional protection from wind and rain making it an excellent lightweight emergency shell.

**ACTIVE**

- Shirt: 5015 | Available In:
- Pant: 0033 | Available In:

---

03 | +ADDITIONS

**LEVEL - FIVE**

*Wild Things® Soft Shell Jacket & Pant*

The winter weight soft shell in the Wild Things line, the Soft Shell Jacket provides warmth and four-season protection, making it a great all purpose jacket.

**STATIC**

- Shirt: 0007 | Available In:
- Pant: 0032 | Available In:

---

**LEVEL - SIX**

*Wild Things® Hard Shell Jacket & Pant*

The Rescue Hard Shell Jacket is specifically engineered to keep you and your gear dry, while allowing complete access to kit.

**WET ENVIRONMENT**

- Jacket: 51088 | Available In:
- Pant: 0034 | Available In:

---

DRIFIRE: 800.533.0672 | DRIFIRE.COM
WILD THINGS: 757.702.8776 | WILDTHINGSGEAR.COM
COLD
30°F THRU 45°F

01 | BASE LAYER

DRIFIRE® FR-L1
Prime® Long Sleeve Shirt & Pant
Safe to fly, the DRIFIRE PRIME Long Sleeve Shirt and Pant feature a supple, four-way stretch that allows superior mobility and range of motion.

ACTIVE
• Long Sleeve: DF2-MIL-762-PLS | • Available In: ▶️ ▶️
• Pant: DF2-MIL-762-PLP | • Available In: ▶️ ▶️

KEEPING YOU GOING IN THE COLD.
02 | OUTER LAYER

**LEVEL · THREE**

Wild Things® Active Flex Jacket & Soft Shell Pant

The Active Flex hybrid soft shell was designed with the mobile warrior in mind.

.getActive

- Jacket: 51040 | Available In:
- Pant: 0032 | Available In:

-OR-

**LEVEL · FIVE**

Wild Things® Soft Shell Jacket & Pant

The winter weight soft shell in the Wild Things line, the Soft Shell Jacket provides warmth and four-season protection, making it a great all-purpose jacket.

.getActive

- Jacket: 0007 | Available In:
- Pant: 0032 | Available In:

03 | +ADDITIONS

**LEVEL · SEVEN**

Wild Things® Low Loft Jacket & Pant

The Low Loft Jacket combines a tight woven 100% nylon face fabric with Gore’s new Light and Fast technology for highly breathable, water-resistant, and windproof protection.

.staticWetEnvironment

- Jacket: 1017 | Available In:
- Pant: 0165 | Available In:
01 | BASE LAYER

DRIFIRE® FR-L1 Heavyweight Long Sleeve Shirt & Pant
The DRIFIRE Heavyweight Long Sleeve Shirt and Pant is Inherently and permanently flame resistant, moisture wicking, and odor controlling.

- Long Sleeve: DF2-245LS | Available In: ▐ ▐ ▐
- Pant: DF2-245LP | Available In: ▐ ▐ ▐

02 | MID LAYER

Wild Things® Active Flex Jacket
The Active Flex hybrid soft shell was designed with the mobile warrior in mind.

- Item: 51040 | Available In: ▐

DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU WARM AND DRY
03 | OUTER LAYER

LEVEL · FIVE

Wild Things® Soft Shell Jacket & Pant

- The winter weight soft shell in the Wild Things line, the Soft Shell Jacket provides warmth and four-season protection, making it a great all-purpose jacket.

ACTIVE
- Jacket: 0007 | Available In: 
- Pant: 0032 | Available In: 

04 | ADDITIONS

LEVEL · SEVEN

Wild Things® High Loft Jacket & Pant

- A fully insulated, wind/water resistant parka with stowable hood for extreme cold conditions, the Wild Things High Loft Jacket provides ultimate warmth.

STATIC · WET ENVIRONMENT
- Jacket: 0023 | Available In: 
- Pant: 0043 | Available In: 

DRIFIRE: 800.533.0672 | DRIFIRE.COM
WILD THINGS: 757.702.8776 | WILDTHINGSGEAR.COM
01 | BASE LAYER

**DRIFIRE® FR-L1**
Heavyweight Long Sleeve Shirt & Pant

The DRIFIRE Heavyweight Long Sleeve Shirt and Pant is inherently and permanently flame resistant, moisture wicking, and odor controlling.

**ACTIVE**
- Long Sleeve: DF2-245LS | Available In: [Colors]
- Pant: DF2-245LP | Available In: [Colors]

02 | MID LAYER

**Wild Things® Soft Shell Jacket & Pant**

The winter weight soft shell in the Wild Things line, the Soft Shell Jacket and pant provides warmth and four-season protection.

**ACTIVE**
- Jacket: 0007 | Available In: [Colors]
- Pant: 0032 | Available In: [Colors]
03 | OUTER LAYER

**LEVEL · SEVEN**

*Wild Things® High Loft Jacket & Pant*

A fully insulated, wind/water resistant parka with stowable hood for extreme cold conditions, the Wild Things High Loft Jacket provides ultimate warmth.

- **Jacket:** 0023 | **Available In:**
- **Pant:** 0043 | **Available In:**

04 | +ADDITIONS

**LEVEL · THREE**

*Wild Things® Active Flex Jacket*

The Active Flex hybrid soft shell was designed with the mobile warrior in mind.

- **Jacket:** 51088 | **Available In:**

**LEVEL · THREE**

*DRIFIRE® FR Combat Fleece Hoodie*

The Combat Fleece Hoodie from DRIFIRE® offers plush fleece and integrated/mechanical stretch for ease of movement, built-in balaclava/neck gaiter with option to tuck away, and dries up to three times faster than cotton.

- **Hoodie:** DF2-393FHA | **Available In:**

---

DRIFIRE: 800.533.0672 | DRIFIRE.COM
WILD THINGS: 757.702.8776 | WILDTINGSGEAR.COM
DRIFIRE® FR-L1 Ultra Lightweight Boxer Brief
• DF4-505BB | • Available In:

DRIFIRE® FR-L1 PRIME FR Boxer Brief
For colder climates, the Prime boxer brief has a smart-fit and athletic-cut designed to feel like “second skin”
• DF2-MIL-762-PBB | • Available In:
DRIFIRE® FR-L1
Womens Sports Bra
Safe to fly, the DRIFIRE PRIME stretch FR fabric increases mobility and range of motion in addition to the back seaming to keep in place and align comfortably to outerwear.
•DF2-762-SB-DS | •Available In:

DRIFIRE® FR-L1
Womens Boy Shorts
Safe to fly, the DRIFIRE PRIME stretch FR fabric increases mobility and range of motion in addition to the back seaming to keep in place and align comfortably to outerwear.
•DF2-762-BS-DS | •Available In:
Wild Things®
Watch Cap
Lightweight with very little bulk, easy to stow, but oh so warm. Should be a core part of every cold weather kit.
•0281 | •Available In: □

Wild Things®
White Out Overwhites
Jacket & Pant
Overwhites provide valuable protection when the snow flies or when moving into higher altitudes and across snowpack. Primary concerns are light weight, low bulk and ease of donning and doffing.
•Jacket: 70007 | •Available In: □
•Pant: 70001 | •Available In: □

Wild Things®
Knuckle Roaster
The Knuckle Roaster hand warmer is designed to provide warmth and comfort in the field. It allows you to wear lighter weight gloves in cold weather, to maintain dexterity, by giving you a warm place to put your hands.
•0180 | •Available In: □
Wild Things® Quilted Shelter Liner

The Wild Things Shelter Liner (56” x 80”) is made from soft 70 denier nylon treated with NanoSphere® DWR quilted to 2 oz PrimaLoft® Sport synthetic insulation. The Shelter Liner is a lightweight, packable, insulated blanket.  
•50003 | •Available In:

Wild Things® High Loft USMC Booties

Fully insulated with draw cord ankle closures, these booties feature a wool lined inner sole and a 1000d Cordura® outer sole. They are meant to be worn on their own, not as an overshoe.  
•50047 | •Available In:

DRIFIRE® FORTREX FR LINER GLOVES

Radial patterning on wrist for reduced seam bulk, improved stretch and fit in an FR garment  
•DFG950CB01 | •Available In: